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An original collaboration among five of the genre’s brightest authors, A Glimpse of Darkness is urban
fantasy as it’s never been done before. Originally featured on Suvudu.com, this is Random House’s first
multicontributor chain story in which the readers voted on the outcome—now published here in its entirety
as a thrilling eBook.

Munira bint Azhar, the half-human daughter of a djinn, is a skilled Retriever in the city of Port Nightfall.
Now the powerful sorcerer Temesis has given Munira a dire ultimatum: steal a magical lantern—the Light of
Ta’lab—from the horrific undead kingdom below the city, or watch her father die at Temesis’s hand. Will
she be able to retrieve the lantern and save her father’s life, or will they both perish in the process?
 
With an Afterword featuring the choices readers were given at the end of each chapter.
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From Reader Review A Glimpse of Darkness for online ebook

Brent says

Enjoyably an adult "choose your own adventure".

Yodamom says

It was a great idea- You take some of todays best authors and have them each write a chapter based of the
precious authors chapters. Each author would twist the tale in their own special way. I had to read it, Stacia
Kane one of my personal favs contributed. It was going along well, each author wrote a very interesting new
twist to the main characters plot. Then it was just over ?!?!?! Yes, i know it is a novella, and short is what it
is, but it could have been a really good novel. I would have loved to see each of these authors keep going
writing another chapter or two when their turn came up.
All in all it was good but could of been great.

Andrea Galloway says

A very interesting collaboration between five different authors... the world it is set in would be really cool to
read more about.

Carolyn F. says

Four authors write a different chapter of this book and you can tell. It wasn't horrible but it's wasn't great. So
an average rating from me.

Karissa says

I was interested in reading this novella for a couple of reasons. First, I like a lot of the authors that helped
write this and second, it was an interesting experiment in letting their readers pick the course of the story. So
basically as a reader you got to vote on which way you wanted the story to go and the author that wrote the
next chapter followed that plot direction.

This is a story about Munira, the half-human daughter of a fire djinn. She is a Retriever, someone who
retrieves (aka steals) things. An evil wizard contacts Munira to have her Retrieve something for him from the
underworld, when Munira refuses the wizard holds her father captive until she complies. What follows is a
crazy adventure into the Underworld. After the story the first chapters from books by each author is included.

There were a lot of aspects I enjoyed in this short story. Munira as a half-fire djinn has some really cool
powers and it was fun to read about that. Each of the authors writes a chapter and tries to play to there strong



points as an author. I enjoyed the world and the concepts behind the story.

The things I liked about this story was that it was high action and creative. The e-book includes excepts from
the authors' books at the end which was nice. It was a good way to get a feel for the authors' writing style to
help you decide if you would like it or not.

My biggest problem with this was that each chapter felt a little disjointed because of the shifts in writing
style. It was so apparent that it jarred you out of the story some. So, I had trouble staying engaged in the
story. Each author definitely has their own style and focuses on different aspects of writing and it is very
easy to see this, but also disruptive to the story.

Overall this was a neat experiment and results in an okay story. The ideas behind the story are solid but the
jolt in style between chapters makes the story a bit disjointed and hard to stay engaged in. If you are trying to
decide whether or not to read things from these authors then this should help you decide what writing styles
work for you and what don't. For the price it's not a bad read.

Sarah (SB) ? says

[Though I'm not so sure the whole necromancer's my mama thing was necessary (hide spoiler)]

harlequin {Stephanie} says

needed character development, but that wasn't the point of the book. this was a gimmick to advertise each
writers talents. it wasn't terrible, but it lacked any real substance.

Meggan Williams says

Great paranormal short read

Not very long but lots of twists and turns! Worth the download for time occupying read! I enjoyed the story
and glimpse of the authors going to check the brothers outwardly an avid Lara Adrian fan!

Anna says

This is an interesting cohesive book, more interesting in that five authors collaborated to write a chapter
each. the story came together well, all of the characters were interesting. I love the little details each author
added to make the characters feel real and unique.



Darla says

This short story was interesting. I like how it had various authors working together to complete one story,
with one picking up a new chapter where the last left off. That was a pretty cool concept. The story itself was
ok in general though, it isn't one that will resonate with me. The characters weren't anything special either, it
was just ok. Read if you want to fill a little bit of time.

Cheryl M-M says

Essentially this short story is a way for readers to taste the offerings of five scribes. A neat little marketing
ploy disguised as a fantastic creative storytelling idea.
No matter what the reason, it gives readers a chance to experience and become enamoured with any or all of
the talented five within the book.
The first 35% of the ebook is the short story they have written together, after that each author feaures a
chapter from one of their own books.
It is an interesting concept and one that is quite difficult to undertake. Instead of each writing a single story
and combining them in a compilation, they have each written one chapter of the same tale.
I have to admit I like the idea, because each chapter gives a sense of their individual style and that in turn
will most likely entice a reader to seek out more of their work.
As for the story overall, I thought two styles out of the five didn't mesh well with the flow of the story, which
made it less spectacular than it could have been.
As for the ploy, that was much more successful.

Jonathan Currinn says

This was such a brilliant concept, idea and totally engaging. I loved the idea of different authors taking part
and completing a chapter each of the same story. It worked so well and combined perfectly.

This is definitely a book like no other, and although fails to give me inspiration the way I wanted it to, it
managed me to imagine things unbelievable, and I definitely was involved from the start.

I am a fan of Lara Adrian, hence the whole purpose of reading this e-book, but not only that her chapters
stood out to me and I felt eager to read them. However I wasn't expecting the other authors to be just as
amazing, being able to capture the beautifully crafted characters and not lose anything brings so much
surprise.

There were some stuff that failed but they can be easily overlooked because this was definitely magical.

I definitely think this should have been released in paperback... Quite possibly expanded too, especially since
this is a whole new exciting world.



Sarah says

3.5 stars

I was really intrigued by the idea of a short story where each chapter was written by a different author. I've
heard good things about all the authors involved in the collaboration (although the only one who's work I've
read before is Lara Adrian and I am a massive fan of hers) so I thought this would be a nice way of getting to
try some new to me authors.

I don't want to go into too much detail about the story because it would be too easy to give spoilers but it was
action packed and contains all sorts of different paranormal creatures from ifrits to wizards, necromancers to
grotesque monsters that have been cobbled together using a mixture of human and animal body parts.

Obviously as it’s a short story there isn't much time to do a lot of character development but if I found out
there was going to be a longer book set in this world I would definitely be picking up a copy. I'm also
planning on checking out books by the authors who took part in the collaboration.

If you’re looking for a fun quick read you can’t go far wrong with this one.

Mark says

This is a publisher's gimmick to get notice for the authors. It's a collaborative short work about a half-efreet
detective. Authors hand off chapters to the next one in the list. Apparently when originally written it was
"choose your own adventure" style and the internet audience voted on choices at the end of each chapter. It
was successful in that I could picture reading the little scenes at fifth grade recess and maybe it was fun to
watch in real time, but did not exactly transcend the genre.

I didn't know the setup or I wouldn't have picked it up. But there's worse stuff out there.

(I almost wish it worked better as intended rather than as a work itself--the story doesn't actually feel
disjointed so I didn't come away feeling any of the authors really stood out with a distinctive voice.)

Darcy says

I found myself more interested in the concept of this story and how it was written more than the story itself.
The story wasn't bad, but just sort of meh...for me. I did like how Munira seemed to get the better of people,
but didn't think the person she save was worth the effort.


